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ABSTRACT: Local governments in Nigeria created as agents of societal transformation and a training ground for political participation have failed to record 

unquestionable success as anticipated in the 1976 Local Government Reforms and the1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of Nigeria. Its failure in terms of 

service delivery motivated this paper to examine the growth of local government, the challenges and the way forward. This paper was descriptive and relied on 

secondary data sources such as relevant text books, journal, and Internet materials. The experience of the principal researcher as a former local government 

administrator combined with unstructured interview of few staff of some local governments in Kwara state provided a rich data source.  It found that undue 

interference by the state governments in the management of LG, corruption, bogus expectation for personal gains by godfathers and political gladiators, indiscipline 

among other constitute the basic challenges of efficient and effective management. The paper concluded that the challenges were institutional and attitudinal in 

nature but is not insurmountable given strong political will to confront them. It recommended the amendment of Section7 (7) of the 1999 Constitution of Federal 

Republic of Nigeria to forestall undue interference by the state government. In addition, the strengthening of institutional mechanisms to curb corruption and the 

Independent National Electoral Commission to to conduct LG election to as well as the citizenry to development active interest in the management of the council. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

One major index of social change and development today is indeed rural development. No nation can boast of development if a large percentage of her rural 

inhabitants are still wallowing under abject poverty, want and avoidable sicknesses. In Nigeria, empirical evidences show that extremely slow pace of development 

have more or less become a permanent feature of rural and semi urban communities that actually bring to the fore the role of local government. Local 

administration in Nigeria predated colonialism and increasing interest is shown at the third tier of govern not because of its efficiency and effectiveness in service 

delivery, but primarily because of its longevity and its inability to respond positively to developmental challenges in Nigeria as rightly observed by Akhakpe, Fatile 

and Igbokwe-Ibeto, (2012). With the 1976 Local Government Reforms, the 1979 and 1999 Constitution of Nigeria providing the a viable and effective local 

administration as well as direct allocation of fund from the center, the expectation was to witness a local government system that will be able to respond promptly 

and effectively to development challenges. Currently, Nigeria has seven hundred and seventy four (774) local councils across the six geo-political areas which is 

further expected to bring government closer to the citizenry. Sadly, local government (LG) that  were created as an instrument of rural development, a training 

ground for political participation and aggregation of opinion  have failed woefully to live up to expectation. Long period of expectation by rural populace for the 

dividends of democracy have been frustrated by a combination of factors that were believed to institutional and attitudinal in nature. In effect, the enormous 

benefits that the grassroots stand to derive from a sound and functional local government system has never become a reality. 

When compared with the Local government systems in USA, Britain and India where there are no direct provision for local government in the Constitution, one 

will not be left in doubt that the system in Nigeria is in comatose Alao, Oskede and Owolabi (2015). This focus of this paper therefore is to examine the challenges 

militating against effective and efficient service delivery in Nigeria with a view of recommending the way forward. The paper is divided into five sections while the 

first is the introduction, the second will focus on conceptual review. The third section will deal with theoretical review, the fourth will focus on historical 

development of local government, and the fifth on challenges of local government administration while the last section is conclusion and recommendations. 

2. CONCEPTUAL REVIEW 

2.1. Local Government 

The concept local government has been given various definitions by various scholars. No matter how differently the concept is defined, the basic element is that it 

focuses on the transfer of political powers to local areas by involving the inhabitants in the provision of basic needs among others. According to Appadorai (1975), 

local government is government by the popularly elected bodies charged with administrative and executive duties in matters concerning the inhabitants of a 

particular place or district. The United Nations Organization (UNO) in 1961 also defines local government as “a political sub-division of a state, constituted by 

law and has control of local affairs...... and the governing body either elected or selected. The 1976 local government reform guidelines also define local 

government as “government at the local level, exercised through representative council, establish by law to exercise specific powers within a defined area.  

Furthermore, to achieve the goal of making the local government attainable, for instance, Section 7(6) of the 1999 Constitution provides that:   

(a)the National Assembly shall make provisions of statutory allocations of public revenue to local government councils in the federation, and (b) 

the Houses of Assembly of states shall make provisions for statutory allocation of public revenue to local government councils within the state. 
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However, while Local government though expected to be run by a democratically elected body which is one of the basic rationales behind its creation, thereby 

meeting the peculiar needs of the people at the grassroots, such position with specific reference to Nigeria exist in theory rather than in practice. The state 

government hide under 7 (6) of the !999 Constitution to interfere in their affairs.  Since the new democratic dispensation that commenced in 1999, it is sad that 

most state governments in Nigeria expressed preference for caretaker committee rather than elected council that may be more or less responsive to the citizenry. 

The latest of such arrangement was that of Governor Fayose of Ekiti State in appointed a Caretaker Committee for Moba L.G council, a seventy two year old 

illiterate was appointed as the chairman.  

This might explain why Ugoo. Et al., (2007) refers to local Administration as the administration of a community by a body which is not responsible to the local 

people but to those who appoint them to govern the community. The implication of this arrangement is that local councils are treated as outpost of the state 

government while the resources are cornered by the same authority.  

To achieve this goal, the state government ensures that the ruling party in states where kangaroo elections were conducted wins all the council seats by force to 

minimize opposition while recalcitrant council officials elected or appointed are removed on trump up charges. In effect, local government administration in 

Nigeria is more of an aberration of the system. 

2.1. Governance 

Governance has its root from a Greek word “Kubmao” meaning to “steer” or “propel”. In this sense, governance is connected with the management of the affairs of 

the state as observed by Saliu (2010). it is therefore relatively difficult to isolate governance from the legitimate use of power to propel the affairs of the state in the 

direction found desirable by those in authority.  The World Bank () defines governance as the exercise of political authority and the use of institutional resources to 

manage society’s problem and affairs. This explains why ADC, (2009) noted that governance is very crucial to effective running of a nation or even an institution. 

By this understanding, it is essential to note that governance goes beyond government since it is just one of the important actors, while other actors are the civil 

societies and the citizens who participated in the process of giving legitimacy to government. Hence, governance constitutes a wider or broader concept than 

government (Chabal 2009).  

Stemming from this understanding, governance derives its root from the extent to which government is inclusive and explains while the term is so relevance to the 

concept of “democracy”. Indeed, Article 21 of the Universal declaration of Human Rights by the UN affirms the right of everyone to take part in the government of 

his country and enjoy equal right of access to public service while the will of the people shall be the basis of the authority of government and the will expressed 

periodically in genuine election based on universal adult   suffrage. 

Examine this position in respect of local government system cannot but revealed that when they are created to encourage local participation in governance, bring 

development closer to the rural populace and even serve as a platform for political education and enhance efficiency in service delivery, such noble goals are far 

from being achieved in nearly all local governments in Nigeria. The Section 7(1) of the1999 constitution that provides: 

The system of local government by democratically elected local government council is under this constitution guaranteed and accordingly the 

Government of every state shall subject to Section 8 of this constitution ensure their existence under a law which provides for the establishment, 

structure, composition, finances and functions of such councils. 

Contrary to the wordings of the constitution, majority of the LG in Nigeria are operating under caretaker committees while it inhibits the system from serving as a 

political training ground for participating in governance as the case was in the First Republic. 

 In terms of speedy socio-economic development while the Alao (2015) observed that the poverty rate in Nigeria is 70% as at 2013 worse than that of many nations 

in crisis in North Africa like Libya and Algeria. This might have informed Gunning & Collier, (1996) to observed that African nations stagnated because its 

governments were captured by narrow elites that undermined the interest of the people they ought to protect and in effect render rural governance ineffective. 

From this perspective, local government administration in Nigeria is relatively paralyzed, ineffective and to a large extent unproductive as this account for larger 

numbers of local government proudly unable to pay staff salaries for upward of 6 months. In a situation when salaries could not be paid, socio-economic 

development it terms of infrastructural development in jeopardized.  

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

The study adopts human needs theory and efficiency theory to underpin the challenges of local government administration in Nigeria. 

3.1  The Human Needs Theories 

Maslow (1973), Burton (1990), Rosenberg (2003) and Max-Neef (2012) as cited in Alao, Osakede and Owolabi (2015) are among the proponents of human need 

theory, approached from various perspectives. They are of the opinion that governmental institution exist to provided basic need of the society and failure to 

achieve this might lead to disconnect between the governed and the govern  which might lead to conflict. The unmet needs are what Collins views as certain 

"goods," namely wealth, power, and prestige, that people will pursue in all societies and that everyone dislikes being ordered around and will always do his or her 

best to avoid it.  

The Journal of Turkish Weekly, (2012) explains that the theory has been found to be widely applicable in all levels of society, though designed for conflict but has 

explanatory tendency to assess the extent the institution of government is found responsive to local needs and not necessarily until a situation develop into crisis. 

The theory also emphasizes common humanity by attempting to unify human beings from different regions and cultures, creating a common understanding of who 

we are and how others need and feel the same way we do.  

Applying this theory to LG system in Nigeria, the basic needs of the rural populace are power supply, water, good road as well as educational facilities among 

others. However, recent experiences confirm that most of these needs are unmet or poorly provided to the extent that government could no longer justify their 

existence or the creation of local governments.  
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Though the theories have been criticized to lack unified perspective concerning how to really define human needs as all the proponents manifest divergent views in 

respect of their classification while some may be cultural bound and not of general applicability. This does not however diminish the quality and applicability of 

this theory as some needs are universal in nature on the basis of which the efficiency of LG could be evaluated. 

3.2. Efficiency theory 

The assumption of efficiency theorists is that local government exists as an efficient agent of government for providing services that are local in character. 

According to Mackenzie (1954:14)  and Chukwuemeka et al., (2014) there is the agreement that the existence of LG is that local government exists to provide 

services and it must be judged….by its success in providing services up to a standard measured by national inspectorate. Sharpe (1970:168) also opines that given 

that there is no local government, there is the need for a similar body under any guise to provide services that are local in nature. Therefore, Eboh & Diejomaoh 

(2010) add that local governments worldwide are considered as strategic institutions for the provision, among others, basic socio-economic needs in an efficient and 

effective manner.To a large extent, the size and spread of a nation particularly those that are large and heterogeneous in composition might find it difficult to 

centralize developmental efforts and be able to effectively meet the needs that are local in nature. In effect, as observed by Alao, Alao,  and Alao,  (2015), local 

government may effectively and efficiently respond to local need given that the environment is conducive to attainment of this goal and there is the political will to 

do so. This theory therefore notes that LG may not justify its existence if it fails to provide needed service within its scope of competence effectively.   

The model has been criticized by Sharpe (1970:168) in the sense that while the value of local government as a bulwark of liberty, or as a handmaiden of 

democracy has been recognized, its role as an agency for providing services has evoked no comparable enthusiasm. This is particularly relevant to Nigeria situation 

in which the local government has failed to justify its existence.  

The nexus between the two theories in respect of challenges of LG in Nigeria is anchored on assessing the extent to which it has been able to serve as a agent of 

democratic participation and how efficient it has been able to cope with developmental challenges with specific reference to socio-economic needs that are local in 

nature. However, such a goal has not been achieved in Nigeria, 

4. HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION IN NIGERIA 

There is no doubt that traces of local administration were prominent features in pre-colonial Administration in Nigeria. The emirate system saw the communities 

divided into districts and village administration to ease administration at the center with the emir as the autocratic head in Northern Nigeria Ajayi (2000).  The 

Alafin of Old Oyo Empire was the paramount ruler assisted by council of chief (Oyomesi) which was headed by the Bashorun. The administrative system was also 

governed with decentralization of power to towns and villages while the powers of the Alafin were subject to checks and balances Adeyemi (2013). In the East, 

clans comprising of group of villages, villages and family units constituted the administrative arrangements Denga (2003) 

The colonial Administration recognized the importance of local participation as a base for grassroots democracy and capitalized on the existing governmental 

framework found to be effective in the Northern Nigeria that led to the introduction of indirect rule system. Native Authority system of local government 

Administration was introduced shortly after consolidation of indirect rule system. The Native Authority system was introduced under the Native ordinance of 1916 

that enhanced the powers and position of the traditional rulers. It was in between 1950-1955 that the first elected local government council emerged after the 

Whitehall model in Lagos, the West and East. These developments emerged with the Eastern Local Government Ordinance (1950), Western Local Government 

Law of (1952) and the 1954 Native Authority law of Northern Nigeria. 

It is to be noted that the Eastern regional government in 1955 enacted a local government law to replace that of 950 Ordinance as a means of enhancing the 

efficiency of the system. The Western 1952 reform was replaced by the 1957 law partly due to financial challenges. The noticeable development in the North was 

the abolition of sole native authorities that was replaced with the Chiefs-in-Council and Chiefs-and-Council native authorities Adamolekun et al 1988). The new 

dispensation was maintained in all the regions till 1966 when the military took over (Ajayi 2000 and Adamolekun et al 1988).  

With the creation of twelve states by the military government in 1967, the partly democratically elected councils were dissolved and replaced with sole 

administrator system thereby hindering the democratic gains already recorded. It was between 1970 and 1976 that native administration was replaced with local 

government while some large councils were sub-divided into smaller ones. In addition, by 1971 the conditions of service of local government staff were harmonized 

with those of civil servants at the state level as a means of attracting qualified personnel while in 1972, the council-manager model was adopted to replace the 

advisory committee system. The major breakthrough in local Government administration is linked with the reform of 1976 as it recognizes it as the third tier of 

government with a unified local government system, enhanced the revenue base through direct allocation from the center (Olowu (1986). The reform also 

introduced full time chairman and supervisory councilors. The basic provisions of  1976 reform were incorporated in the 1979 Constitution, hence 301 local 

government areas were listed in the Constitution as reflected in Agba, Akwara, & Idu, 2013). Thus, the 1976 reform according to Idada & Isiraojie, (2010) started 

to equip local governments with political, administrative and fiscal capabilities essential for service delivery particularly at the local level. 

 However, Alao, Osakede and Owolabi (2015) noted  that though the arrangement continued to stabilize LG administration but huge challenges of over head cost 

leading into inability to meet up with salaries up to nine months in some states up to 1983  and as currently witnesses under President Jonathan Administration that 

necessitated a bail out arrangement on emergence of President Buari. The Babangida military government increased the number of local governments from 301 in 

1976 to 453 in 1989, and 589 in 1991. The Abacha regime also increased the number to 774 local government areas in 1996 (Ajayi, 2000) quoted in (Agba, 

Akwara, & Idu, 2013). Presently, Nigeria is made up of 774 local governments with constitutionally assigned functions and responsibilities.  

Other reforms in the local government system since 1991 till date include the politicization of the office of the local government secretary, professionalization of 

local government departments,  head of administration in the local government, establishment of the office of State Auditor General for local governments and the 

increase in statutory allocation to LG to 20% while the state government by law is expected to give 10 per cent of its internally revenue to LGs. 
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Though the number of recognized LG has risen to seven hundred and seventy four (774) with a view of bring government closer to the people, certain institutional 

and attitudinal challenges, externally and internally imposed, hinder the gains of local government system as shall be discussed in the next section. 

5. CHALLENGES OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION IN NIGERIA 

The goals of creating local government as clearly articulated in the1976 Reforms and the 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of are far from been achieved as 

discussed below: 

5.1. Autonomy issues 

The dream of the founding fathers of the 1976 LG reform is to guarantee autonomy of the administration at the local level for it to serve as a training ground for 

political participation and to encourage local participation in the management of their affairs expected to be efficiently and effectively provided. This manifested in 

the reform recognizing the LG as the third tier of government. In effect, section 7(1) of 1999 Constitution of the Federal Republic of Nigeria recognized local 

government as an agent of socio-economic development and as a relatively autonomous body as right observed  by Ajayi (2000).  

However, the autonomy as at now is more of a mirage as noted by  Adeyemi, (2013) and  Gboyega (2001) as the state governments since 2003 treated local 

government as an outpost of state administration. The lack of autonomy manifested in state government stage managing the election or appointment of the major 

operatives of the system to reflect their own choice and not that of the local communities. Also, the state governments refused to release 10 per cent of the internally 

generated revenue to the local governments while juicy sources of internally generated revenue were taken over. In addition, the introduction of Joint Allocation 

Account of the State and Local Government hiding under section 7 (6) of the 1999 constitution eroded the financial autonomy of the local government. As an 

operative of the system at 2003, the state government compelled the local government Chairmen and Directors of Administration to write on behalf of their 

councils the establishment of JAC to evade litigation. In effect, such scenario is counter - productive to local government performing its statutory duties as noted by 

Onah (1995.40).  

5.1 Financial Challenges 

Stemming from the above, it is apparent that the scenario of 1979 - 2003 has been reenacted due to institutional challenges. Today it has manifested in local 

council not been able to embark on any meaning development projects as the source of funds have been taken over by the state government. The operatives of the 

local government must not speak out even under extreme condemnation by their communities.  It is also a common practice for federal and state government 

transferring part of their responsibility to Local government without funding.  

The emerging scenario imposes a serious financial challenge on local government administration. This has further manifested as widely reported in all the news 

media that some local governments owing their staffers for upward of six months. Further implication of unpaid salaries is that the salaried workers are the drivers 

of the rural economy. As long as salaries are not paid, the effect was made manifest in slowing business activities and general discontentment against the 

governments. The situation is so critical in Osun state that food items were donated to civil servants in the state while a High Court Judge called for the 

impeachment of the state governor (Kumolu, 2015). This compelled the Buari administration to arrange for financial bailout fund to offset the bills like it was done 

in 1984. 

5.2 Corruption and Mismanagement 

Corruption in Nigeria, beyond the scope of local government administration, has become a hydra -headed monster increasingly becoming too hot to handle being 

one of the major problems facing the local government administration.  Although focusing on corruption at the local government level is merely a microscopic view 

of the issue but the effect of corruption at all levels of governance will definitely percolate down the tiers while it might be felt more at local governments level 

because of their subsistence living. This position was further corroborated by Agba, Akwara, & Idu, (2013) in  respect of Benue state in April 2010, when the State 

Assembly suspended 12 council chairmen and directed  the refund a total of 150 million naira on account of financial misappropriation. In addition, trivializing 

corruption might have informed Ex. President Jonathan to publicly declare than stealing was not corruption. 

Corruption is found at the lower level starting from messenger requesting for inducement to perform their duties up to treasury staff who serve as revenue collectors 

printing their own receipts outside the officially issued ones and using same to collect personal revenue. At a little higher level, ghost worker syndrome has become 

a syndicate increasingly difficult to eradicate while outright removal of fund by the treasury staff are not uncommon practices.  

Inflation of contract and payment for job not done are common occurrences. One cannot completely isolate this trend from what is conspicuously happening at the 

state and federal levels. Conspicuous hypocrisy is often demonstrated by the state governments in some cases as probes to punish political opponents or silent the 

opposition. Such an exercise could not but be discriminatory rather than fighting corruption. The understanding that a politically connected official can go 

unpunished has created an intentionally careless attitude in dealing with public fund.  

 Worst still, the audit and inspectorate departments in the Ministry of Local Government are partners in progress in corrupt practices. This explains why Ejike, 

(2014), Ibok, (2014), Agba, Akwara, & Idu, (2013), Adeyemi, (2012), Aina (2006) and Aluko (2006) partly focused on corruption as serious challenge of 

development in the local government. In addition, according to Olusegun Obasanjo in Akanbi (2005), corruption was seen the greatest bane of our society today 

and that no society can achieve anything near its full potential if it allows corruption to become the full blown cancer it has become. This challenge is however 

made complex by the lack of effective institutional framework to checkmate corruption.  

5.3 Manpower Challenges 

A surface analysis of manpower situation in the local government system might lead to erroneous conclusion that the system is populated like in other sectors with 

academically sound employees. This is on account of the fact that both the state and local government staff are exposed largely to same training facilities while it 

may be argued that local government now parade medical doctors and engineers among others.  
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As rightly observed by Kenje (2013) and Gboyega (2001), personnel issues are serious challenges in the local government not in terms of quantity but in quality 

based on faulty recruitment and deployment procedure. To a large extent, the recruitment into LG system is now largely based donation of political loyalists not 

necessarily on needs. While this paper argues that there is the need to tackle unemployment challenges but right peg should be plugged into the right hole. 

 Hence, the administration is populated by idle hands that constitute more or less a burden to the system. Since 1999, there has been massive transfer of teachers in 

primary school and secondary schools into LG system and politically made heads of administration without passing prerequisite examinations or in line with Civil 

Service Rule. In effect, such officers could hardly articulate any position than to forward the comments of subordinate officers to chairman with his own 

contributions “above for your approval”. 

Also, it a now a common knowledge that staff’s experience and seniority no longer count in many states such Kwara and Kogi where a Grade  level 16 officers are 

made to serve under Grade level !4 without having committed an offence. The implication is to lower the standard of administration and create a sense of insecurity 

among hard working staff and leave the staff to cringe rather than facing their duties. Furthermore, the appointments of the heads of departments, treasurers and 

directors of administration that are supposed to be the prerogatives of the Local Government Service Commissions have been political high jacked by politician, 

thereby jettisoning competence.    

 In addition, there is also the oversight in respect of the quality of political class in the local government. A hand pick political loyalist of the governor without 

academic and professional competence cannot but be a liability to the system. A case in mind was the appointment of an illiterate carpenter in Moba local 

government, Ekiti state by governor Fayose in August 2015 as the Chairman.   The implication is that majority of local governments today are manned by officials 

who do not possess the requisite leadership and managerial skills to deliver the gains of democracy.  The inadequacy of trained and skilled political, administrative, 

technical and professional personnel renders local governments in Nigeria ineffective and inefficient in the performance of their constitutional rights as observed by 

(Agba, Akwara, & Idu, 2013). 

Priority Misplacement 

Whenever public offices are personalized, the focus towards development is jaundiced. Instead of building institution to sustain development, emphases are placed 

on personality and personal gains. Priority mismanagement is one of the challenges of development in the local government system and this manifests in each 

emerging council abandoning uncompleted projects started by the previous administration to start on fresh ones no matter how essential the abandoned ones. The 

goal is to discredit the previous administration so as not to claim the glory. In communities without power or water supply, the council might embark on 

construction of stadium. Budgetary provision is sacrificed on the altar of whim and caprices of the chairman while the council members in some instance were not 

carried along in terms of developing an appropriate developmental programme  

Lack of Civil Society Participation in governance 

The level of participation by the people and civil society in governance is highly limited. The disconnect manifests from the process of appoint or electing the 

council official that often don’t take into consideration the interest of the citizenry. In effect, the managers of the council are not responsive or accountable to the 

governed. While it is true that most civil societies in Nigeria are self seeking and also corrupt, this however does not diminish the inherent benefit of participatory 

democracy. Therefore, politics of exclusion is a serious challenge to effective local government administration in Nigeria.  

An unstructured interview with respondents in many local governments in Osun, Ogun and Kwara state revealed that most of the citizens in various LG didn’t 

know their chairman, councilors or supervisory councilor. When often accused of non performance, they didn’t hesitate to respond that they were not voted to 

power by the electorate but picked by forces above them. The implication is that they were not accountable to the electorate but the power or forces that imposed 

them.    

Indiscipline 

Closely related with the issue of corruption in the local government level is general indiscipline in the service. Recent experiences reveal that staff turns up in 

sizeable number when salaries are to be paid while the office is deserted even by political office holders and top echelon of the service shortly after the payment. An 

unstructured interview with staffer of two local governments in Kwara state confirmed this that the directors of administration and other heads of department were 

seldom seen in offices.  

 Local government secretariats exist as physical structures without required services performed. It is therefore a common feature to see women come to offices with 

the wares to sell and men show up in offices before disappearing to their various business ventures. This, as observed by Alao, Nwogwugwu,and Alao (2012) has 

been partly attributed to low morale in the service particularly due to irregular salaries. However, when salaries were regular, indiscipline was a common feature in 

public service and by implication, the local government service. 

Akpobakah and Obioma (2002) also view indiscipline in terms budget implementation as projects not budgeted for were often embarked upon or impose on them 

by the higher levels of government without corresponding funding. This often snowballs into implementing many projects at the same time while as observed by 

Lawal (2000) lack of maintenance culture of existing facility lead to avoidable waste.  

Irrepressible urge of political elite and citizenry for personal gains 

The irrepressible urge for personal gain at the expense of societal benefit by the political elites and godfathers is a factor difficult to ignore. There is no doubt that 

most of the political class serving in the LG were hardly known by majority of the electorates. Since 1999, merit in the appointment of key public servants also 

became a thing of the past. The implication of this arrangement is that that who assisted such personalities to reach the position of influence more often than not 

would expect the godsons to be responsive and accountable to them at the expense of societal needs as partly demonstrated by Oviasuyi , Idada and Isiraojie 

(2010). This cannot but lead to diversion of public fund to spurious end and when contracts awarded to godfathers were not executed, they were untouchable as 

this was the situation before the emergence of Buari Administration in May 2015.   
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In effect, the above factors to a large extent constitute a serious challenge to effective and efficient service delivery in the local government system in Nigeria. 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This paper concludes that the challenges of the local governments in Nigeria are institutional and attitudinal in nature. However, these challenges are not 

insurmountable given a sincere and strong political will to address the issues as Nigerians are always will to change for good whenever a sincere leader emerges. 

The recommendations for an enhanced local government administration tailored towards effective and efficient service delivery in order to meet the yearnings and 

aspirations of the people will therefore be approached from institutional and attitudinal perspectives. 

Institutional needs: 

 The need for the political will to amend Section 7 (6) of the 1999 Constitution to remove the prevent the obnoxious JAC through which state governor 

high jack local government revenue. 

 Prohibition of the use of care taker council at the expense of elected council 

 The Independent National Electoral Commission to take over the conduct of election into local government council as against the use of State Electoral 

Commission to minimize imposition of council official by the governors or god father through Constitutional amendment process. 

 Evolving a workable mechanism to determine personnel needs and measurement of workers productivity to avoid paying staff for work not done.   

Attitudinal changes: 

 Political enlightenment by genuine civil societies to sensitize the masses to their political rights to electing leaders and to compel them to perform as the 

case in all the local government areas in Ogbomoso, Oyo state.  

 The citizens must take up the challenge of making their vote count and participate adequately in the process of electing their leaders to stop political 

leaders taken them for granted. 

 The need for members of public to embark on peaceful protest against non-performing council official and file petition with agencies established to fight 

corrupt practices. 

 A change of poor workers’ attitude to work must form part of the campaign of Union leaders rather than agitation for enhanced welfare package alone. 

 Prioritization of development project through inclusive arrangement is advocated. 
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